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Life on the Flinders River (1868-70)
In the previous issue of Queensland Heritage, we published
the first three chapters of a journal written by Mrs Lucy
Gray respecting her journey from Gladstone to Townsville by
ship in September, and her horseback ride from Townsville to
the Flinders River in October, 1868. This was published under
the title "Journey to Hughenden".
In this issue, we publish the concluding part of this journal.
The manuscript is in the form of a rough draft, and after
Chapter III Mrs Gray did not bother to write chapter numbers.
There is some possibility that the pages have been, in some
places, filed out of order. However, we have assembled them
in the order in which we thought they should appear, and have
headed them Chapters IV to XV. Chapters XVI to XVIII
we have omitted because we believe that Mrs. Gray had con-
veyed to her readers most of the distinctive information she
had to transmit by the end of Chapter XV. In a concluding
paragraph at the end of Chapter XVIII, however, she makes
the following adieu:-
I will now say goodbye to my kind reader who has
accompanied me so far, referring him (or her) to my
esteemed pardner (Mr. C. Gray) for further details (should
he or she wish for them) of our Life on the Flinders.
The manuscript journal itself was donated to the Library
Board of Queensland by Miss A. M. Gray, of Gisborne, New
Zealand. Since the first part was published, Miss Gray has
discovered other items among the Gray family papers, including
a ~ough diary written by Mrs Lucy Gray, and covering the
penod 10 Oct 1869 to 8 Oct 1870. This contains certain entries
which enable us to put a date to some of the events mentioned
in the journal. In addition, Miss Gray has located a very rough
draft. of some ~arts of the journal itself, principally the part
relatmg to the Journey from Townsville to Hughenden. After
studying this draft, we were able to confirm some of the
assumptions we had made in editorial notes to the first three
chapters. In fact, insofar as the rough draft is legible, it con-
firms all the assumptions we made iIi our footnotes. In addition,
th~re are some notes about the flood of February 1870, a diary
wn.tten by Charles Gray from 30 March to 16 August 1873,
whIle he was still at Glendower on the Flinders, and some
letters written by Robert Gray to his brothers Charles and
Mowbray in July, August, September and October, 1876. These
letters were all written from Bowen in Queensland and the
recipients were at that time either on their way to Gre~t Britain
or in Britain. These items, together with a painting by Mr~
Lucy Gray of a camp scene at night, Miss Gray has donated
to the Library Board of Queensland.
A~ far as we know, Mrs Lucy Gray's journal was never
pu?hshed, although from the concluding remarks quoted above
It IS clear that ~he had publication in mind when she wrote it.
Those who read "Journey to Hughenden" in the first issue of
Queensland Heritage, however, will realise that her brother-
in-law, Robert Gray, published his recollections as Reminis-
cences of India and North Queensland (London, Constable,
J913). Some of the references in this book, relating to Charles
Gray and his wife, were mentioned in the first issue of Queens-
land Heritage. However, on pages 143-4, 149-50 and 208
there are further references which illuminate Mrs Lucy Gray's
journal. 1 quote them:-
My brother Charles had joined the stockman up the
river, where he erected a framework of saplings thatched
with reeds, in which he and his wife lived until a com-
fortable cottage could be erected. The place, however,
was none too safe, surrounded as it was by gorges from
which the smoke of blacks' fires was frequently visible,
circling up in the still evening air. [This passage refers
to the end of 1868, and early 1869]
My brother and his wife by this time [December 1869]
had erected a neat cottage and outbuildings at Glendower,
and had an old ship's carpenter on the place [Nairn],
who was very useful in many respects. Reginald Macneil,
afterwards well known in the north as an efficient police
officer, was also with him, and in addition my brother
had a black fellow and a gin. His wife had formed a
small garden; a few flowers were in bloom, and geraniums
in boxes. The verandah being also covered with creepers,
which the constant rain had caused to grow luxuriantly,
we spent the evening very pleasantly on the little gravel
plateau in front of the flowers, overlooking the river and
the stockyard, the moon lighting up the valley in front
of us, whilst we discussed our plans for the future.
My brother's wife was a great rider, and although a
risky thing to do with blacks about, she used sometimes
to ride down to us, doing the thirty miles in four hours,
unattended, and armed with a revolver which I am afraid
would not have been much use to her if the blacks
intended mischief. The manner in which she used to
ren:tain at the Homestead, sometimes for ten days at a time,
whIlst my br~ther and his party were out mustering, was
very plucky; It was a lonely spot, no travellers pass that
way, and her. only companion was frequently a black gin,
when old NaIrn, the carpenter, was away at his work.
[The following extract relates to 1876, probably about
June]
On ~eachi~g Townsville, 1 met my brother Charles, who
had .dnv~n,m from the Flinders. Owing to the bad state
of hIS "':Ife s health, he was leaving for a time, and as he
was d~sIrouS of .selli.ng out I made arrangements to take
over hIS share [I.e. In Hughenden Station].
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[CHAPTER IV]
I told you in my last of our arrival here. Since then. we
have settled down & feel quite at home. It has been decId~d
that we are to live here for the present with R & L. 1 dId
you a sketch of the station i.e. house & surroundings it does
not look pretty but it is very comfortable & the view from
the house is more pleasant than that of it the verandah is (the
chief part of a Queensland house) is very wide. There is a long
table where the evening meal, dinner tea or supper (whatever
you may like to call it) takes place. Here in the dry season
immediately the sun goes down. No matter how hot the day
has been, say 100° in the shade, the air becomes cool & fresh
& people lounging about in their cool white clothes enjoy it
as you habitants of a cold climate could have no idea of.
One enjoys being idle & seeing other people idle. The thought
of the heat tomorrow does not disturb you. Rl has a number
of Kanakas (S.S. Islanders) for shepherds, etc., all those that
happen to be living near the station come up in the evening
to drink milk. There is a scarcity of vegetables in fact they
have none now & they are apt to get scurvy living on meat &
bread only. - There is a large dish of milk put outside on
the ground for them. They all sit round on their heels &
gravely drink pannikin after pannikin - first one & when
he has finished he hands the mug to his next neighbour -
till it has gone round & if there is still some left he begins
again - then R talks to them - about their sheep, or their
work whatever it is, if they have any request to make. They
deliberate solemnly & choose their spokesman; who with great
solemnity states his case. They are so fond of bright colors.
They generally have some ornament feathers or a bit of some
bright stuff stuck in their hair, not in their working time -
only in the evening - One evening I had a bright crimson
ribbon round my neck. Big Dick2 (my friend at the well) after
staring at me for some time came up & cautiously took the
end of the ribbon in his fingers, gazing at it with awe. Then
he retreated & asked "how much you sell me piece of stuff
Jike that." I explained to him that I had none to sell. I
gave him a piece afterwards, which he wore with great pride
in a tuft of cockatoo feathers in his woolly head. These S S
Islanders take so much interest in everything. They want to
know the use & meaning of all they see, & gaze with open
eyes & mouths at a sewing machine, harmonium, or whatever
is new to them. while the native blacks, until they have
been some time with white people & become partly civilized
do not seem to have the bump of wonder & look with
indifference on whatever they are not accustomed to see. The
wild ones have only a part of their faculties in use. They are
very keen. The rest have not been awakened.
I must say the life here like this country is monotonous. C8
is away a good deal at the cattle station. L4 does not care for
riding. I ride a good deal alone generally in the afternoon -
I explore - the bush but the most interesting discoveries are
shepherd's huts which are made like this5 of sheets of galvanised
iron laid together. The Kanakas make a shade of bark over
them, outside is their fireplace & all their cooking utensils. One
evening I went further than usual & lost my way. I had been
wandering about & could not make [out] in what direction
the station was. The sun had set some time (you know it gets
dark very quickly in this latitude) when I found myself on the
bank of the river, which I intended to follow as the station
was only about a mile from it & I knew the river where
it passed the station. So I rode along the bank until I came
to a well from which there was a track to the station. I saw
some travellers there with a number of horses-it turned out
to be C & M6 on their way home. They had been away some
time & today some of the horses "knocked up" - which
delayed them. They were surprised to see me out there at that
time. Of course I did not tell them I had lost my way.
The weather is very hot now, 110° in the shade. One wonders
to see fat sheep & cattle what they live on. Everything looks
brown & parched. I have been trying to get some things to
grow, & by dint of shading & watering, seeds sprout & grow,
but once above ground they have a hard time. The other day
I forgot to put the shade over some plants before the sun
came on them. I found them with their leaves shut up, like
hands placed palm to palm so as to present the edges only
to the sun, & they were quite burnt & shrivelled - The
Kanakas look on my efforts with curiosity & pity. They are
accustomed to see things grow without trouble in their islands
& cannot understand that so much care is necessary or useful.
One of them looking at me one morning covering my plants
said "Missa, this country no good. In my country today you
put him in, tomorrow that fellow jump up, no look him out."
"Look out" means to take care. C has decided to put up another
house at the cattle station? where we are to live. We are going
to ride up there soon to choose the site for building.
[CHAPTER V]
Since I wrote to you last we have been up at the cattle
station (i.e. up the river) thirty miles from this - to settle
where our house is to be built & the said house is now in
progress so far & they are cutting the wood & bringing it in.
I liked the country up there, better than here. The hills close
in half way from here & form a gorge through which the
river runs & then opens again into wide wooded valleys. in one
of them in a great bend of the river is the station. At present
it consists only of stockmen's huts & yards for the cattle.
We had a tent which we used although a polite stockman
was most anxious that we should take his hut. He provided
supper for us - the usual quart pot tea without milk, salt-
beef with the luxury of greens - some kind of wild stuff they
find in the bed of the river, & damper - i.e., a flat loaf baked
in the ashes - very good when it is well made, & when one
is hungry as I was that evening. We had supper outside by
the fire - sitting on logs, saddle bags, etc, C discussing cattle
& water resources with the stockmen who waited on me mean-
while with easy politeness.
The next day we surveyed the ground & finally settled on a
gravilly [sic] hill some distance from the yards & the river
out of the reach of dust & floods. There is no soil for a garden
but the advantages of gravel & height outweighs that dis-
advantage. This settled we had dinner & went for a ride to
some "water holes" Higher up the river now a "stream" is a
"creek," a pool a "hole". Perhaps these words express more
exactly what they are. The greater number of creeks are only
water-courses & are dry at some time of the year & the pools
that last through the dry season must be tolerably deep holes
to last, & some are very pretty. Those we rode to see are
where the river has cut its way through a rocky gorge with
steep sides. When the river has stopped running in shallow
places it remains here in deep still pools. In one the blacks
say here is an alligator & they will not bathe there. We did not
see him but there are quantities of fish. We waited to see the
cattle coming in to water. They came trooping down the steep
path from the high land in single file close on each others
heels. The leaders stopped short on seeing us, had a good look
& went down to the water. In a few minutes the lower end
where the water was not too deep for them was crowded
with them. They have not sense to stand still & drink. They
all walk about in the water & soon make it so muddy that
later comers sniff it discontentedly & only drink because they
can get no other. Going back we were caught in a storm - the
beginning of the raining of the rainy season. Such torrents of
rain in a few minutes we were drenched, great pelting drops
of warm rain. I enjoyed it immensely. All the little creeks dead
& dryas we passed an hour before were foaming & rushing
to the river in frantic haste. When we arrived at the station we
found our tent put up in the sultry still morning blown down,
everything was dripping and we had to accept the shelter of
the stockman's hut. They had moved into another a little way
off. It had evidently been tidied for me & I am sure they
must have left all their blankets. There was a great pile folded
up on the "bunk" for me to dispose as I pleased, but I preferred
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the rugs we had brought with us & managed to sleep although
the rats were numerous & noisy. The hut was made entirely
of thatch with an opening in one gable for a window, at the
other for a door which did not exist. At either side were berths
(or "bunks" as they call them) very roughly made & very high,
which served for sofas, seats & beds, with some grass & hide
for a mattress. The table was a section of a large tree. All round
were hung stock whips, bridles, rifles revolvers etc, without
any attempt at order. The genuine Australian stockman has
very few wants. When he comes in from his rounds, turned
out his horse, had his quart pot tea damper & beef, he lies
down (never sits if he can help it) has his smoke, yarns with
his mate & is perfectly happy.
The next day was beautifully fine & fresh after the rain when
we set out to return to H8 - when we had got about half
way we found that the rain had not reached so far. everything
was as dry & parched. The horses wanted to drink in every
pool they saw it was such a novelty to them after the long dry
season & when we got to the place halfway camp for the midday
halt C had to dig in the sand of the river for water, which
has the advantage of being cool & well filtered when you do
find it.
At H the weather had been hotter & dryer than ever. They
had seen big black clouds up our way which would not come
where they were so much wanted. I found my poor plants
at their last gasp, but that afternoon the clouds mustered again
& about sundown we had a thunder storm & drenching rain.
The next day all the creeks & the river were running & we
fancied we could see a green tinge over the downs. Certainly
a week after there were green meadows where there had not
been a blade of grass before the rain. At first it seemed very
delightful but the drawbacks were numerous & soon felt. In
the first place mosquitos made their appearance & there was
an end to the enjoyment of the evenings out of doors. As soon
as the lamps were lighted, all the beetles, winged ants &
nondescript insects in the neighbourhood came flocking up to
the light. Several nights we had to give it up to them. The only
way to have any peace was to sit in the dark. Our home is in
progress now. C is getting one of the huts ready for me to
live in up here until the home is finished.
very long & narrow. There is a curtain of blue blanket which
divides it in two: one end for sleeping, the other for sitting
room. - We have done away with the block which formerly
served for a table, & in its place we have a large Book chest
of C's for a table which just leaves room for two American
chairs. All round are shelves made of strips of bark stripped
from the trees & hung from the rafters by twine or cord to
hold our belongings, books, powder flasks, cap boxes, tins of
Jam, soup coffee etc, & in one corner a sack of flour & a
"mat" of sugar. We have a Kanaka "Nungita" who acts as
"general servant". He promises to become a good cook & takes
great interest in the lessons I give him. The kitchen consists
of a gypsy fire under a bough shade, like this
which keeps out the sun, while a trench cut round the fire
carries away the rain. The baking is done in a camp oven
(which you may see in the foreground of my sketch) it bakes
well. When heaped up with coals. You see Nungita calmly
[CHAPTER VI]
When I wrote to you last we
were still at H. L. did not want
me to come up here until the
house was finished, but as C has
to be here constantly & he has
had one of the huts made com-
fortable I came. The hut is the
same one we occupied [during]
the stormy night we were here.
It has been well cleaned &
furnished with a wicker door &
a shade. It is as I told you en-
tirely of thatch like this
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smoking his cigarette while the cooking is in progress. He is
very handsome with big black eyes, brown skin & white te.eth;
takes great pains with his toilet & sits with a solemn au-
his little looking glass poised on his knee, combing & arranging
his hair with the greatest care & satisfaction. The river is
close by which provides an unlimited number of baths & dress-
ing rooms to the comunity [sic]. I don't know how they
manage when the river is dry. 1 suspect many of them don't
have a bath until the rainy season comes round again. Nungita
does the washing down at the river. When he did it at the
house the others laughed at him & called him "washerwoman".
The other day I watched him working away very steadily after
a time the current undermined one of his tubs & carried it
down the stream. He ran after it, brought it back, let it go
again several times quite enjoying it, but with his graves~ face as
if it was quite unavoidable & a necessary part of hIS work.
Afterwards he came up to me disconsolately with a bundle of
brown Turkish towels. "Missa me plenty wash, no come plenty
white"
Before I came up here the blacks came in one day when
everyone was out, broke open the huts, took blankets, clothes,
revolvers everything they could find - except some books, &
left an old blind gin (woman) in exchange. She had scraped a
hole about a foot deep for herself. This was her lair. All day
she sat in it her chin resting on her knees & at night she
curled herself up in it. I never saw a creature so thin. She
looked more like a figure made up of black sticks than a
human being. Her head was covered with short perfectly white
hair, that with her sightless eyes & perpetual low jabbering to
herself was most uncanny. C gave her blankets. She did not
know how to wrap herself in it. In the daytime she sat on it,
at night slept under it. If she ventured abroad she carried her
blanket like a banner over one arm extended to feel her way,
in the other a yam stick to steady her tottering steps. If I
spoke to her she continued her muttering, not taking the least
notice. The other night she was nearly burnt to death. She
had crept into the mens kitchen which is made altogether of
branches interlaced to make a screen & shade. She had been
scraping out the fire, I suppose to make a place to roast her
yams or meat & the boughs caught fire. In a minute the whole
thing was in flames. One of the stockmen rushed in & dragged
her out. She died sometime after but I think it was sheer old
age-not from the burns.
Our house is getting on. They have begun to thatch it &
the carpenter is at work making tables shelves etc. We are
getting a case of American chairs & some crockery from a
station near & other things from a township9 100 miles away.
For the rest the carpenter must make them. We had no intention
of setting up house when we came up, so we have to get
everything. L was very charitable & gave us several things
including some fowls. The carpenterlO has his own ideas how
things ought to be & is not at all willing to give them up for
mine. He is a very tall man & makes everything to suit his
height. Certainly he hadn't even a chair to give him an idea
of the height a table ought to be. I found on sitting down
that they were nearly up to my chin. I made a drawing of a
sofa & gave him exact measurement which he has done very
weI!. Of course it is only a framework. I am to do the stuffing
and upholstering.
The rainy season still continues, everything is so green &
luxuriant - especially in the large islands in the river where
the flowers are lovely. There is a creeper with a bright blue
flower which festoons everything it canll sometimes covering a
bed of reeds and running up the tall reed stems; another making
beautiful garlands among the branches of the trees. By noon
they have all faded, overpowered by the sun, but the next
morning they are as beautiful as ever. In the afternoon when
the sun has gone behind the tall trees on the bank bathing
is delightful. The river here except in flood is quite shallow but
beautifully clear & running swiftly over smooth sand is a
pleasant lounge.12 Can you fancy staying in an hour or more
without feeling chilly. I send you a sketch of the river where
we bathe just below the house.
[CHAPTER VB]
Since I wrote last we have established ourselves in our new
house or hut as R calls it. I daresay many huts are better in
many ways, but this although very rough & of the most primitive
construction is not what I should call a hut. I think because
it has wide verandahs & is a long strip of building instead of
the compact structure one expects to see when one hears of a
hut. It consists of three rooms in a row all opening into the
verandah, before & behind, which answers for halls & passage.
between the top of the walls & the roof there [is] about 2
feet open, which has the advantage of letting in plenty of air
& the disadvantage of making it impossible to shut out cats etc,
the partitions between the rooms being the same height as the
walls leaves the whole length of roof open from end to end
& that a person at one end has the benefit of conversation
going on at the other. Wooden shutters shut out the light or let
it in as you may dispose of them. Such things as glazed windows
being unknown in these parts. The walls are made of thick
slabs of wood placed up & down & kept in place by thick
horizontal beams called "wall plates" see sketch.13 All of a
comfortable reddish brown but quite rough simply adzed. The
chimneys like the rest are wood & wide enough to leave standing
room on the hearths when there is a large fire.
C has been lately into the nearest township & came back
with pack horses laden with all kinds of things. I had given him
a carte blanche so he brought everything he thought likely to
be useful generally on a large scale from immense milk buckets
down to teacups. & a huge teapot like this14 of the brightest
& thinnest tin the pattern most approved of in the bush where
we drink tea morning, noon, & night i.e., breakfast, dinner, &
supper. When we came up we had not intended to set up
housekeeping & had brought very little with us. L. had sent
us up some things. crockery pots & pans, with which we had
managed to get along, but you can imagine that I felt suddenly
rich when C unpacked his purchases & when the drays arrived
later with a fresh supply. It was after our poverty almost an
embarras de richesses - I appreciated most a case of 12
American chairs all in pieces which had to be put together,
a puzzle which delighted Nungita's ingenuity.
I should not have thought that pots & saucepans could be
so interesting, unfortunately I don't understand the correct
method of treating them - we have as yet only great open
fire places where it is impossible to do any cooking without
roasting your face & blackening the saucepans - Nungita comes
to me for directions how to make them "plenty white". I
prescribe scouring with sand, but I am sure there is an easier
method, if only one knew it. Cookery books suppose one to
know that as well as all rudimentary knowledge of cooking -
If I ever write a cookery book I shall begin with the simplest
things assuming that my readers have had no experience, not
much common sense & no reasoning power. - The other day
I set to work (without any doubt of my ability) to make
pancakes - with a receipt.15 The batter was easy enough but
cooking was another matter-my book gave no instructions on
the subject & they were not a success. I related my failure to
Mac16 who is an excellent cook. He said "Oh! I know how to
make pancakes." so we went to the kitchen & made a fresh
supply of batter-with plenty of cream to make it very good.
Then Mac took off his coat, turned up his shirt sleeves, greased
the pan & poured in the batter in a most masterly manner
& watched it calmly until he considered it sufficiently done
to be "tossed" which he considered was the orthodox way to
turn it. He "tossed" it very high. I watched and saw it turn
beautifully as it came down alas! not on the pan. Mac stood
utterly crestfallen with the empty pan in his hands - I tried
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to persuade him to make another attempt as the first was so
nearly a success, but he wouldn't, so we poured .all the ba~ter
that was left into the pan at once & stirred it up hk~ a p~ddmg
until it was cooked. He invented a grand name for It & It was
pronounced to be most excellent - a valuable discovery.
A few days afterwards Mr & Mrs17 - arrived on their
way from "the Gulf" - (G of Carpentaria) Such a jo~rney!
They had travelled 0018 miles when they came here & conSIdered
themselves near the end of their journey when here as they
had only 250 miles left. They had only a ~anaka servant
with them. I suppose he thought he had come qUite far enough,
for the morning after they arrived he had disappeared & they
heard that he had been seen by some travellers on his way
back. Mr - although he had been many years in Australia
had not much idea of "doing for himself" was like a stranded
ship - his horses too were missing & were supposed to have
gone back. I thought "Its an ill wind," etc, & was very pl:ased
to have a lady visitor, especially as she was an accomphshed
cook & housekeeper & gave me most valuable lessons in cook-
ing, washing, ironing, baking. The difficulties of black saucepans
& greasy dishes vanished. everything was easily done. She had
had to do without servants & had studied not only the best but
the easiest ways of doing things Servants who have been
accustomed to work never dream of economising labour & will
use as much force in washing a handkerchief & wringing it
dryas is really necessary in washing a moderate sized table-
cloth - much to the detriment of the handkerchief. Under her
directions I made yeast & then bread from beginning to end -
I cannot tell you with what satisfaction I watched the dough
rise & fill the pan; & finally when I took them out of the
oven - appear as most tempting yellow crusty loaves - She
unlike most clever cooks agrees with me in thinking that things
ought to be done by rule. people who guess make good things
but there is no certainty in their performances & they are bad
teachers. I feel now that I can not only make bread but I
can teach others how to do it - which is my chief object in
learning such things as I do not pretend to be fond of doing
them if I can get other people to do them.
[CHAPTER VIII]
We have had a gathering of neighbours (living from 30 to
300 miles away) lately to help in a general muster of the cattle
& to get any of theirs which had been left at some time on
the station or that have strayed across the boundaries into
our country. Notice is given some [time] before it begins &
people come themselves or send their stockmen to collect their
property. They go out in a body, or in small parties: according
to the work to be done, & 'after two or three days, or a week
if they go far when the cattle are wilder, & more scattered,
they come back, very black & dusty, with huge bellowing mobs
of cattle. I have heard them coming sometimes when they were
two miles away. The sharp crack of the stock whip is generally
the first thing one hears, then the cattle, getting louder &
louder & the black boys "Hi, Hi" which sounds like a short
quick bark, all [of] which increases as they approach & reaches
a climax as they reach the yards until they are all safely in
& you hear the slip rails (by which the entrance is closed)
dropping in. The clamour ceases & as soon as calves & their
mothers, separated in the tumult, have found each other, there
is absolute silence. The men a few minutes before, shouting,
halloring, gallopping here and there, let the reins drop & jog
quietly to their camp, where (if they are true Australians) they
will do nothing more, not even sit up; if they can lie down:
smoke & spin yarns with supreme content till eleven & twelve.
I was very glad to have Mrs C with me while they were
away, although she was in perpetual fear of the blacks, & with
good reason for they had murdered her brother down at the
Gulf where she had been living & where they were numerous
and dangerous. I assured her that they were quite different
here, & were never seen unless people followed their tracks
to theil' -retreats amung thehilis. -Yet when we rode out she
saw a black-fellow in every stump or stone half hidden in the
grass, & at night as we were sitting by the fire, she started
& looked round at every sound, & in the intervals told me
dreadful stories of murders, etc, done by the blacks, until at
last I began to start & look round. It was bright moonlight
& all the dogs had gone with the mustering party, which made
it feel rather lonely. When we were going to bed Mrs C
found that there were no bolts or bars on the door which we
always left wide open at night. I had to get Nungita to sleep
in the verandah across the doorway, armed with a revolver.
The next day - as if to prove to me that she was right -
some blacks did make their appearance. Two men who were
putting up fences near the house came up, & told us that
some blacks had come up peaceably while they were working
& after they had gone away. The men went into their hut
& found that the blacks had been there first, & had taken a
revolver, & their blankets. One of them sat down in the
verandah assuring me that I "needn't be the least afraid" as
he would stop & take care of us - I believe he was afraid
to go back to his work. His "mate" had gone off on horse
back in pursuit as well as Nungita on foot with a revolver
in hopes of a tussle or at any rate of getting a shot at the
"black fellahs" as he called them. They were really only a
shade darker than he was.
[CHAPTER IX]
We have been lately at H staying with R & L while we
were there C went to a station further down the river &
brought back a little black boy. As he rode up in the dusk
we could not imagine what it was he had behind him. It was
the boy holding him tightly round the waist, & peering round
his elbow with a funny little grave face. At a word from C
he slipped off & stood waiting for him without taking notice
of anyone else. C had bought him from an old gin for a
couple of handkerchiefs at least he asked her to give him the
boy, which she did willingly & he gave her his handkerchiefs
as a present; with which she was delighted. Whereupon Chad
his hair cropped & bought him a blue twill shirt: thus for the
first time in his life he was clothed, & most completely, for
the garment, made for a man, came down to his heels. He
followed C silently, wherever he went, like a little dog who
had found a master: standing close by him & when C went
into the house he sat by the doorstep watching for him to
come out. At night he received a blanket in wh[ich] he curled
himself up as if he had been accustomed to it all his life. I
thought it looked like making a slave of him when C put
handcuffs on his little slender black legs, to prevent him in a
sudden fit of homesickness, going back to his mammy in the
night. He did not seem the least affected by this want of
confidence in him, but looked on with interest, & when it
was over, put his head under his blanket & went to sleep.
The next day we went (not "home" that means England) but
back to the station. C was taking a large mob of cattle, so
I volunteered to help to drive. They were only going half way
- fifteen miles the first day, as cattle when there are many
cows & calves wont travel fast. There was not a spare horse
for "Walladur" (the new black boy) so he was perched on
the top of a large pack on one of the quiet horses. He seemed
very frightened at first & held on with all his might, but
before he had been out for an hour, 1 heard his little piping
voice joining in the chorus of cattle drovers "Hi Hi, Ho Ho."
I cannot say that I enjoyed my experience very much. There
were about three hundred cows & calves & some of the
mothers as soon as they find their calves beginning to get
tired are incessantly dodging behind every little patch of scrub
or bush trying to stop behind. The stockman pursues them
& brings them back remorselessly, so really the poor calf has
a good deal more to do than those who go straight on. When
there is no road, a stockman rides at either side of the head
of the mob, to keep them in the right direction, & the rest
keep up stragglers behind - among them there is always a
little cluster of tired calves. Walladur & I kept them up. If
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they had known they ought to have been grateful as they were
saved many a cut from the stockwhips.
It was quite dark before we reached the yard, in which they
were put for the night. We camped on [an] island in the river,
about half a mile away.
The next morning I started early for the station with Walladur
behind me on my horse which he evidently preferred to the
pack. He held very tight when 1 cantered, but did not seem
at all afraid. Once or twice I let him down for a run. he
trotted along close to the horses heels, & climbed up by a
stump when I made signs to him that he was to get up again.
Nungita was delighted with him & took his education in
hand, teaching him the name of everything he saw in this
fashion.
Nungita (pointing to a table) "what name?"
Walladur repeats "what name"
Nungita "Tabell"
Walladur "tabell"
N. taking a piece of soap "what name?"
W. "\\'hat name"
N. "Soap"
W. "Topo"
So on with everything he saw. After a few days they were able
to carryon long conversations.
One night after everyone had gone to bed, I saw a bright
light in the kitchen. I thought something must be on fire &
went in to see. I found master Walladur seated on the ground,
before an immense fire, gazing into it, with a most innocent face.
He did not seem to notice me but just as I came in 1 had a
glimpse of something which he put in the shadow of the table
close by. I looked & found a quart pot full of boiling tea or
rather syrup which he had concocted for himself. When I took
it out, he put on a most surprised face as much as to say
"where could that have come from." I said "1 must whip you
if you do things like this." He said "Baal, baal" (a strong
negative) shaking his head gravely as if to say "I entirely dis-
approved of such a proceeding" I could hardly keep a grave
face while I sent him to bed with a promise of "plenty whip
next time."
At first they can't understand having as much as they like
to eat. They think they must eat as much as possible while
there is opportunity. Walladur spent his first week eating &
sleeping - after that he was sick, could not eat, & was very
sorry for himself. When his appetite returned he knew when
he was hungry & when to leave off.
C has been trying an experiment of watering the cattle at
tanks made in the sandy bed of the river, to save the trouble
of taking them away & bringing them back when the river
comes down. The water runs under the sand, in the dry season,
about a foot below the surface. it has only to be dug out &
logs placed to keep the sand from coming in & there is a good
supply of water. One was made fifteen miles from the station
- We took Nungita and Walladur & went down there to
camp. C made a delightful summer house, like a large tent
only covered with boughs instead of canvas so thickly that
not a speck of sunshine came through.
Our camp was in a clump of trees, in the middle of the main-
stream. The river here was divided into several branches, at
this time showing only white sand. Nungita dug little wells
everywhere for different uses. One close to a little tent in
which I dressed to fill my bath, another for drinking water
only, another for washing etc.
My chief amusement was watching the birds coming to drink
at the pools. I cannot imagine where they got water before
we made them. There was none on the surface that we knew
of within eight or ten miles. I daresay they had some little
hole at the root of a tree somewhere, that we did not know
of. I used to fill up all Nungita's wells with sand, except one,
so that all the birds had to come to it. If I sat close by it,
there would be great talking & consultation overhead - at
length an adventurous one would hop down, & come to drink,
then another & another, until there was a close ring round the
pool, & a continuous flutter of wings, going up & down. There
were quantities of tiny gray ones with crimson spots & bars &
crimson beaks - and a little. solitary black thing with scarlet
wings, not bigger than a large butterfly Besides these, there
were numbers of cockatoos & small parrots, & towards evening,
flocks of pigeons. They used to come running along the sand,
in hundreds close together, their heads stretched up, on the
lookout for danger. On an alarm, they stopped like one & either
took flight, or swept on again to the water. There were also
emus wild Turkeys & kangaroos - the latter came at night
with the cattle.
We left Mac at the station by himself which he found very
lonely. Occasionally he came down bringing a supply of eggs
& butter. One morning he appeared carrying a basin of butter
tied up in a cloth in his hand, & something very peculiar
in his appearance. I thought he had a bad stiff neck. He care-
fully dismounted, laid down the butter & proceeded to take
off his hat - a high Yankee felt - out of which he took
at least a doz eggs, & then out of his various pockets as many
more, with which he had ridden 15 miles without breaking one.
He brought us other refreshment, in the shape of a budget of
home letters, a pleasure that you, getting letters every day, can
only imagine. But, if the pleasure is great when they come so
is the disappointment, if some special one that you have been
counting upon is not in the budget, you know you have a whole
month to wait before it can come.
The next day the tank was finished, & C brought in a mob
of cattle [to] drink at it. They were rather afraid of it at
first, but when they had a good drink they seemed highly
sati0fied. When once some cattle had been there, others, in
some way by scent or sight, know it & follow without fear.
We set out for the station just as the sun went down, having
sent Nungita with the blackboy on beforehand. It is pleasant
riding after dark in this sunny land of shadowless trees. The
twilight is very short, but we have the after-glow in the sky
long after sunset first clear crimson light, not color on the
clouds. There may not be one but light all over the sky, &
when it has faded there comes a broad belt of clear green,
between the deep orange on the horizon & the dusky blue
overhead. Just now there are so many sweet smelling flowering
shrubs on the river banks, that the air is delicious in the early
morning or evening.
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[CHAPTER X]
Oct 18, J8[69]
C's hobby just now is making water - i.e. getting water in
wells or any other way possible. He has. been rewarde~ for
much hard work by finding good water III abund~nce III a
well, which has been made in our new garden. Hitherto the
want of water has been the chief difficulty in the way of garden-
ing. Here it is easy to imagine the servants of Abraham &
Abimelech quarelling [sic] for the possession of a well, &
Abraham planting a grove there. A well, with shady trees,
what more delightful, III contrast with glare & drought.
We commenced gardening at the very beginning, putting in
seeds, chiefly melons cucumbers, pumpkins tomatoes, etc, which
seemed well disposed to grow but no sooner had they appeared
than numerous enemies appeared, chiefly rats, & crows. The
latter most provoking creatures-I sacrificed a good coat of
C's & made therewith a most elaborate scarecrow so succes~­
fully that it often startled me, & other people, coming upon
it unexpectedly; but the crows after they had inspected it coolly
sat "jawing" each other on its arm which was stretched out,
threatening. As long as they were quite satisfied that you had
not a gun - (they were not to be taken in with a sham)
they did not mind you in the least. They continued picking
out the seeds & tearing young plants in pieces. At last we
tried poison. In ten minutes there was a victim, & all the
crows in the neighbourhood were holding an inquiry on the
death of one of their leading members. They evidently decided
that the garden was dangerous ground & for a while my poor
plants had rest. Quantities of little birds come to drink at the
troughs or pools when the garden is being watered. My big
cat was in ambush under the bush & pounced on them in spite
of me. [ always make him give them up & if I can catch him
at once, they are generally unhurt & flyaway. He does not
care for eating them, 1 think, it is only the fun of catching
them, for he sits & looks at me with his big goggle eyes, the
bird in his mouth. I give him a pat, he opens his mouth, lets
it go, and sets to work again. I always commend him when
he catches rats, etc. He generally brings everything he gets up
to the house. If it is a very large one perhaps a bandicoot -
nearly as big as himself he makes a most doleful "miauling"
as he drags it up the hill & deposits it in the middle of the
room & then goes away as if he had fulfilled a painful duty,
& had nothing more to do in the matter - after he has been
duly commended & petted he begins to consider it again, &
ends by eating it completely, fur & all.
At this season everything shrinks & shrivels under the steady
glare of the sun from six till six, towards midday there is
silence as at night, except, perhaps the rattle of the locust.
Even the cloudless sky looks dazzled & faded. But immediately
the sun disappears, you forget all the discomforts of the day
in the perfection of the night. The air is cool, not the unsatis-
factory coolness of a breeze when the air is really hot, it is
intensely clear & dry. The sky looks almost black amongst the
brilliant stars, & the outline of hills far away is as clear &
dark against the sky as the roof of a house close by. As yet
there are no insects, not a mosquito. The flies, bad enough in
the day, disappear with the sun. We sit out of doors, a wind
proof lamp hanging from a tree for those who are energetic
enough to do anything. I feel inclined to sit up all night &
go to bed for the day. Unfortunately you cannot sleep in the
heat or if you do it does not refresh you as it does at night -
[CHAPTER XI]
Xmas 18[69]
December 25 19
The S S Islanders who were engaged for three years - went
down to Cleveland Bay with R & L: on their way back to
their Island, Some of them have saved money; others have
spent their savings on shirts, handkerchiefs etc etc. to take
back. Nungita always knew the age of the moon, by which
he made his· calculations. He -said tome "Dis morning I see
de moon close up along sun. in two days new moon belonging
to December." He was very much disappointed & puzzled when
1 told him that it was November. He couLd not make out the
thirteen moons & twelve months. They were paid every four
weeks and so got an extra months pay, which must have been
a consolation to them
Some of them declared their intention to come back after
a time. Others shook their heads & said "Dis country no
good" My friend "Big Dick" came up with a very solemn face,
to shake hands with me as he was going. He went as far as
the end of the verandah without a word then turning round
he said "Bye & bye me come back, bye & bye" in the most
reassuring tone, as much as to S3Y "don't grieve too much,
you shall see me again."
Nungita was a great loss to m:. He valued his services very
highly, & said he would stop for £1 a week, if one of the
others would stay. Hitherto they thought themselves rich with
twelve shillings a month
R is taking L South to avoid the wet season, which is the
most trying time of the year here. It generally begins about
Christmas & lasts till the end of March, or April. - The
Thermometer does not average more than 90 0 in the shade,
but the heat, when there is so much moisture in the air, is
more oppressive than 104 0 dry heat which we have had lately.
R is afraid they will hardly accomplish this journey before
the rain comes. They go by a shorter, though a more un-
frequented road, than the one we came by, & better for driving.
They have a numerous escort in the S S Islanders who will be
useful on the way especially Nungita who is to be in their
body guard -
[CHAPTER XII]
The rainy season has come again, which I daresay you will
I have found out before you get this, by the irregularity of the
mails. The end of it is very trying. Sometimes we have to wait
weeks for letters if the rivers are too high for the mailman
to cross without swimming. He is not obliged to swim them
& as he is responsible for the mail bags he does not care to
risk them. The beginning of the rain is very refreshing after
the long dry season. For sometime before it begins, the sky
all round the horizon at night is in a continual flicker, with
sheet lightning. Then you begin to hear the low growl of
distant thunder. The weather meanwhile gets hotter & hotter,
& the barometer is very [jittery?] as if it had not quite made
up its mind what to do. - At last heralded by a tremendous
whirlwind of dust and threatening piles of steel gray clouds,
the first storm comes up. - The wind passes - there is an
ominous silence - a blaze of lightning, a cracking peal of
thunder, right overhead, then comes the welcome deluge
delicious warm rain. I cannot resist going out in it. A real
"shower bath", the only kind I like.
In a couple of hours it is over - all the little creeks &
gullies that have been foaming & rushing, are beginning to
.calm down; there are delicious smells of firm damp earth, &
a magnificent sunset amongst the tattered thunder clouds. Nearly
every day we have a thunderstorm which lasts two or three
hours. The morning is generally fine, not a cloud to be seen.
Towards midday a little fleecy cloud comes sailing up, another,
& another, until the sky is covered, while from the opposite
direction, dark thunder clouds come up like an opposing army.
By two or three in the afternoon, we have the storm. Unfortun-
ately it rains in the house as well as outside. It was thatched
by men who had never done anything of the kind before,
& it was very badly done. During the first day's rain I was in
despair, but now we take it as a matter of course, & when
the rain begins I attend to the well known drips & look out
for new ones.
The other day one of the kittens came flop through a hole
in the thatch, landing on the table. Immensely astonished with
its tail in the air from the peculiar shape of the hole. it
does not let in a regular drip, but scatters a fine spray all
round. The result of the rain outside is delightful, such luxuriance
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If the trees were beech, the copses oak & hazel it would be
lovely but they are not, alas! only that variety of gums known
as "Iron Bark"
soon as we appeared started off in a run. C - after them. they
soon disappeared leaving me with the first mob who showed
symptoms of disaffection. I tried to keep them "rounded up"
but as they would move on I thought it best policy not only
to let them go but to drive them, although I had no idea
what direction we were going in. After a little time C came
in sight going across the corner of a plain in full gallop after
five or six beasts. I drove my mob out into the plain as a
point of attraction to the others. They took the bait as they
had had nearly enough running. There were only three of the
wild ones amongst those we had, but it was too late to try
to get the others, we were - miles from the station so we
started back, steering through the bush, & across the plains
by the sun.
We seemed to cross a succession of plains all exactly alike.
It was really only one long winding plain - miles in length
but we cut off the bends keeping in a straight line towards
sunset. To one who was not weary of the monotony of it there
is a general prettiness in the grouping of the trees & the open
places between in the style of this sketch.
We reached the edge of the tableland at last, some time
after dark. From it there is a steep descent into the valley
of the river. The cattle knew the path down well enough, &
were making straight for it, when a young [bull] suddenly took
it into his head that it would not suit him to go any further
in our company, & started away back the way we had come,
C in pursuit. After a few minutes I heard a shot, then another
& another each time further & further away. I knew that C
- finding that he would not turn, shot him, or tried to -
rather than let him go. The mob, under my charge waited
a minute or so & then commenced to descend. My horse
"Womera" looked round at me, as if to say "don't you see
the cattle going off," & then as I gave no sign he set out after
them. I gave him his head as he knew the way & I did not.
He conscientiously followed the cattle, of whom the white or
light ones only were visible, along the path they had chosen,
instead of the usual bridle track. It required all my faith in
his sagacity to sit quietly & let him choose his way among the
rocks & bushes, but he took me down safely & we found the
cattle assembled at the bottom. Soon after C made his appear-
ance without the bull. He had shot at him until his revolver
was empty & as he would not turn he had to let him go. A
mile further & the lights of the station were twinkling below
us. One of the men came out to help to put the cattle in
the yard in whose favor I gladly resigned.
/,/ /fivr-:. ~.". /~
~ /t;4,-t;--.::J ~
-
in the garden amongst plants that only grew before as a great
favour by dint of perpetual watering. We have had a good
many trees cut down, so that we have a good view of the
full shining river from the house, & at night we hear the
pleasant sound of it running over the shallows & among the
reeds.
[CHAPTER XIIn
I was tired of being at home, so I persuaded C - to take
me out with him for a couple of days. He was going up on
the tableland, to see whether any cattle had gone that way
from the valley of the river where they ought to stay, but from
sheer contrariness will persist in going up on the tableland,
where the grass is not half so good & the water scarce. It is
generally most uninteresting country. All day we rode in a line
which would intersect their tracks, if any had gone out, but
did not see one. Towards evening when we were about 15 miles
from the station we came upon a mob of about fifty. Most of
them had only lately come out there but amongst them, were
about ten or twelve wild unbranded ones. It was a rare chance
to get them. C's first thought was to take them back at once.
I liked the idea, & thought it would be a fine feather in my
cap that C should take them in with only my help, when
stockmen had failed to get them. The fact is that with so many
quiet ones to "coach them" it would have been quite easy.
But C thought it would be too much for me, as we had been
in the saddle all day, so after riding round them as they stood
quietly staring at us, we left them in the hope of finding them
together in the morning.
About a mile further we camped on a creek with the ugly,
but reasonable name of "Bullock creek". I daresay someone
like ourselves found cattle there, by which he distinguished
it from others & so gave it the name. In my mind it will
always be associated with that particular mob - & also with
myriads of hungry, voracious mosquitos which cost me the best
part of a night's rest. We had had supper & disposed of ourselves
comfortably - with the help of plenty of soft grass, rugs, bright
fire & a book - to enjoy the evening when the breeze died
away & they commenced their attack. There was an end of
comfort for that night. C made fires on both sides, of green
sandal wood, the smoke does not hurt your eyes & keeps
the mosquitos away while it lasts. C got to sleep under its
protection. I tried so hard that I only got more wide awake, so
I gave myself up to the business of keeping up the smoke by
piling up the fire with fresh boughs, & making other fires until
we were enclosed in smoke. After that I must have fallen asleep
& when I awoke it was gray dawn & C was sitting on his heels
by the fire watching & waiting for, his quart pot to boil to
make tea - the air was damp & chill, the grass & trees
were dripping from the heavy dew - However we had breakfast
& in spite of the trials of the night I was as hungry as a bear.
I think the horses must have been troubled too by the mosquitos
as they had gone off & C had a long walk after them & found
them - miles on their way back to the station. The sun was
just rising by the time he had brought them back & we were
starting. I should have started off in the direction we saw the
cattle going in - but C made a wide sweep so as to "cut the
tracks." He has become quite an adept at "tracking" & once
on the tracks rode along at a canter when I could not dis-
tinguish them from other tracks older ones going in the same or
contrary directions. They must have had a presentiment that
they were wanted, else why should they have travelled so far
in the night. We rode for twelve miles on their tracks down
the creek & then C found that they had split up into two or
three mobs & gone in different directions. We followed the
largest & about midday came upon them quietly camped in a
bit of scrub. C tied up my horse, & left me to have a sleep
under a tree, while he went in quest of the other mob. In half
an hour or so, he came back having found out where some
were. We had some tea by a lagoon & set off again taking
the first mob with us, they came peacefully, but the others as
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[CHAPTER XIV]
R returned from Townsville lately bringing with him a little
"gin" & a blackboy.2o Mournful looking creatures they were,
when first they came. The girl; who was about twelve, was for
me, to train to be a servant. Just then she did not look a
hopeful subject - The journey must have been rather a trial
to them, never having been on horseback before, to travel from
forty to fifty miles a day I do not think they knew for some
days, that they had come to an end of their journeyings. In
their short experience of civilised life they had been accustomed
to stop at a station to camp the night & go on again next day
- R. had christened them "Moggie" and "Billy". For the
first day they sat on the ground together taking no notice of
anything, not even the other black boys, one of whom belonged
to the same tribe.
Now & then they came up to the house, perhaps half an
hour after their dinner, with mournful face and voice, saying,
"hungaree, h\mgaree, tea, chugar." If I said "not now bye &
bye", they repeated in a doleful monotone "bye & bye bye &
bye" & went away.
In a couple of days they began to "chum" with the others,
& seemed quite contented, until R took Billy away to St
___21
~bout a week afterwards, Moggie came running up, in great
eXCItement saying "piccanny piccanny" pointing along the road.
I went out & saw in the distance little Billy slowly limping up,
carrying a big bundle, Walladur joyfully ran out to meet him
a~d ~ame back holding him by the hand, in his other, carrying
hIS bIg bundle, a broad grin of mischief & satisfaction on his
face - It seems that Master Billy had found it dull at St
___21 where there was no other blackboy, & had come all
the way on foot - about twenty eight miles - carrying his
bundle which contained various articles he had selected for
himself, ~rapped up in his blanket. He sat, looking on mourn-
ful~y, whIle Walladur. opened his "swag" showing me various
kmves, tomahawks, bItS of tobacco etc, etc, which it contained.
W.e heard afterwards that he had helped himself amongst other
thmgs to a bottle of strychnine which he must have taken for
sugar - how he found his mistake without being poisoned is
the marvel - The next night they had a grand "corrobboree".
I daresay he thought his move most successful. C - gave him
a ~ew d~ys to recover from the effects of his journey then sur-
pnsed hIm very much by taking him back to [Mokunna]
The blacks have begun to be very troublesome, spearing
the cattle and driving them away - some time ago - during
the dry season C - allowed them to come "in" that is from
the hilly country beyond the boundaries of the run - to hunt
for game kangaroo, wallaby, opossum etc. of which there are
p!enty in the valley of the river. They promised not to molest
hIS cattle, they kept their promise until the rain came, then
they knew that the country was not fit for riding as long as the
r.ains lasted. - consequently they were safer so they had fine
tImes speanng and hunting the cattle which they can follow
on foot easily over ground that is very heavy for horses and
cattle -
.Th~ numbers of cattle they kill is only a small part of the
mIschIef they do. They scatter and frighten hundreds for every
one they kill.
Not long after they commenced their depredations all the
cattle left the river, there is not one to be seen' in their
favorite camps They have all gone away out on the tablelandwher~ the~e is no natural boundary to stop their wanderings -'
I~ stIll rams every day - the river is generally flooded too
hIgh to cross without swimming.
I was awakened the other morning by a noise which I
though.t was a violent storm coming up the valley. I waited
expectmg to hear the doors & shutters begin to bang and
swmg, the mysterious roar continued - but not a breath of
air was moving - morning was just breaking, I went out & in
the dim gray light, I could see the river spread out from side
to side of the valley over its highest banks sweeping along
with a dull sullen roar. 22 '
As soon as it was light, we could see that it was still rising,
fortunately we were well out of its reach the house being
on a hill - but the water was nearly up to the yards where
the cows were shut up. C - waded through pretty deep water
to let them out there was no saying how much higher the
river might rise.
. The hut where we were taken when first we came up, had
dIsappeared as well as a more substantial one near it, belonging
to the stockmen. Fortunately they were not occupied at this
time.
Lower down the river they say it is like a sea in flood
time. We expect to hear of frightful disasters from this one
which is higher than any of the old flood marks remaining -
All the islands that I was so fond of have vanished. Just
opposite the station there was one, with very large trees, so
thick and shady that we could not see the opposite side, now
the only traces of it are a few twisted roots in the sand. One
huge gum stood alone after all the others had gone-steadfast
in a tremendous rush of water & under the weight of an
increasing pile of logs & drifting trees, which seemed to have
the instinct of drowning creatures clinging about its base.
I was quite grieved when, having stood the worst of it, after
the water had begun to subside It shook two or three times
as if it had received a violent blow, bowed once, twice & laid
itself softly down so it seemed, in the roar of the water, we
could not bear the agony of its breaking roots and was
carried away.
The next day the garden or the ground where it had been,
was high and dry, how I groaned over the havoc one night
had made in our flourishing garden, scarcely a trace remained.
The well was filled up, the troughs carried away. The wash-
house Nungita's chef-d'oeuvre, was gone with its valuable
furniture, three large tubs, all the garden tools etc. etc. The
only remedy possible was to make a new garden. It was com-
menced at once to get the benefit of the rains.
The limit of the rich deep soil is just within floodmark but
we decided [to] have the advantage of it, at the risk of another
flood in perhaps ten or twelve years. The new garden was laid
out, the fence nearly finished when, down came another flood
nearly as high as the first, sweeping on over the fence & cover-
~ng the ground with a deep layer of fine sand - then we gave
It up & retreated to the higher ground, into the disadvantages
of poor soil & greater distance from the well.
Moggies education goes on very satisfactorily she is already
very useful23 & is quite happy and reconciled to her new life
- she is very stupid compared with Walladur & Billy. they
learn just as quickly as clever white children but when she
has learnt to do anything she does it exactly the same way
ever afterwards.
I . teach her the names of things by sending her for them,
for. Insta~ce a tablesp?on. She goes into the pantry & after some
delIberatIOn chooses It or something else & comes back with
her ~an.d ~ehind her back, at length produces whatever she
has. If It [IS] wrong she makes another attempt goes again
untIl she finds the right thing In this way she learns the names
of a ~ood many things every day. although I do not always
recogmse the name as she pronounces it she understands me.
If I tell her to bring me soap, she says "where topo"? The
ot~er day she came in with a disconsolate air saying "porka no?"
whIch I found meant "no forks where are they?" Their own
lan~age must be very simple, one word does for several things,
for mstance "waddy" may mean wood in any form, a big tree,
a fence, fire wood etc. When they know a few English words
!hey ~ake use of them when they are talking to each other
In theIr own language.
I cultivate her vanity carefully to induce her to take an
interest in her appearance. When she has a clean frock and a
new necklace. I ~how her. herself in my looking glass & com-
mend her at WhICh she IS much elated for the time - but
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left to herself she would be just as happy in an old dirty
frock. Her necklace of blue beads is her only weakness. 1
allow her to put it on every day after she has been down to
the river to bathe and put on a clean frock. - With the boys
their ambition is to have on as many clothes as possible. The
other day when Walladur appeared in a thick blue. woolly
jersey which he had picked up somewhere over his other
clothes - a flannel shirt and trousers; his little black nose
all over beads of perspiration - There were no boots in the
store small enough for him - so I gave him a pair of mine
- which he did not think at all [to] his liking - he wore
one out of compliment to me for a couple of days & then
returned to his big ones they were so large that when he got
off his horse they generally remain stuck in the stirrups - he
pulls them out gravely & puts them on again.
[CHAPTER XV]
Jul - 18 -
This morning the river which had been quite shallow for
some time, came down suddenly, while C - was on the other
side looking for horses. When he arrived on the bank opposite
the station with a mob of thirty or forty horses the river from
bank to bank was rushing along covered with little piles of
yellow foam. He got his "mob" down to the waters edge but
the leader did not like the look of it, & broke away, all the
others at his heels. C's horse in a frantic state of mind at
their rebellion galloped after them, headed them & brought
them down to the water again, at last after several attempts
to escape. The foremost plunged in, the others following without
delay, even two little foals who had never been in deep water
before, struggling with the current managed to keep close to
their mothers side. C strapped his boots, gaiters & revolver
on the pommel of his saddle, sent his horse on, & swam over
last. We had no rain here. The flood must have been from a
storm perhaps sixty miles away.
C & Mac are almost constantly away now - chiefly occupied
in bringing the cattle back from the tableland where the blacks
have driven or frightened them during the wet weather - some
of them have been brought in from places forty & fifty miles
away. - C cannot get men to do the work properly, or take
trouble to find them, unless he goes himself. Men come for
a time, & on the news of a new goldfield or a new rush go
off again.
Miss24 - is staying with me. We have great fun riding etc
together. When we go far we take Moggie as groom. She
rides well enough now to keep up with us. We rode down to
Mokunna last week, & while we were there went over to "the
gorge" for a night - part of the ride up the gorge was very
pretty, beautifully green & shady.
We saw there such a funny little black baby. The mother
who for the time was shepherdess, came up to the station with
her flock at sundown. She was dressed in a short cotton shirt
& carried her baby slung over her shoulders strapped up in
a piece of bark.
We asked her to show us her piccaninny. She took it off her
shoulders, laid it on a large stone - & without any other reply
began to undo the fastenings. Inside the bark which made the
cradle there was a piece of opossum skin, the fur side next
the baby. In this it was covered completely & bound with strips
of bark head & feet without other clothes - it seemed to
like it for it began to cry immediately she uncovered it - She
carries it all day wrapped up like this. She, with a mournful face
looked on while we admired &25 the queer little black mite -
I asked her "what name" She said "boy" -
Miss - made some clothes for it, but the mother looking
on while they were put on, took them off & went back to the
bark & "possum" skin. The children grow up straight & healthy,
so it can't do them any harm. The only wonder is how it is
they are not suffocated. We saw some lovely wild flowers on
the way - a crimson passion flower several pretty kinds of
hibiscus & a beautiful bauhinia - a flower something like a
white azalea with crimson stains & jet black anthers26
1 asked her "what name" she said "boy" Miss T - made
some clothes for it. The mother handed over the baby to be
dressed & took it away with a dissatisfied air & the next day
the clothes had disappeared & the baby was wrapped in its
"possum skin" as usual. I have no doubt it was better off in
it as she would not have understood or been able to keep its
clothes clean & dry. The children grow up strong & straight
so it cant do them much harm. Her husband a very evil looking
blackfellow came up while we were looking at the baby. I
said in fun "For how much you sell me piccaninny". He pre-
tended not to hear, but presently took his revolver out of his
belt & laid it on the ground beside his baby, as much as to
say that is how 1 value it. Not very long afterwards he killed
both mother & child because she refused to go away from
her own people to his tribe in another part of the country.
He feigned the greatest grief & said her own people had killed
her & borrowed a rifle to avenge her death, with which he
disappeared & became for a time ringleader among the cattle
spearers.
The same evening some other visitor, little Miss27 - & her
uncle came cantering over the plains. She a little mite mounted
on a big horse seemed thoroughly at home. They had come
nearly forty miles that day. I said to her "you must be very
tired after such a long ride" She answered "no I h'aint, I'm
going back tomorrow" - her uncle said no she was to stay
for a week, but she was so determined to go back with him
that she was up before anyone else in the morning & appeared
in her riding habit, having packed & strapped her valise -
it was only when her uncle said he could not take her, that
she seemed like a child, & began to cry.
On our way home the next day we found some lovely
crimson passion flowers & white bauhinias. The latter are like
azaleas with bright red stamens - there are many different
kinds, chiefly crimson & yellow but this white one is the most
beautiful
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ville to Hughenden told how sh::, her husband and her brother-
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to Hughenden Station. They were drawing water from a well. Mrs
Gray wrote.-'There was a pump but they seemed to prefer the
more primitive one". To these words should have bee:1 added the
following. which were written on a scrap of paper which has since
been found among later pages of the journ:ll.-
"... by drawing it up with buckets. This ... [word illegible]
one immense fellow called 'Big Dick' made haste & drew water
for us & preser.ted me with a tin pannikin full with grand
politeness"
3. Her husband Charles.
4. Her sister-in-law, Charlotte, who was c:llled Lottie.
5. A rough sketch of a shepherd's hut appears in the manuscript at
this point.
6. Her brother-in-law, Mowbray Gray
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further up the Flinders River. It was apparently t~e centre for th~
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is marked as "Grey's Cattle Station".
8. Hughenden.
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sumably WIth the mtentlOn of filling in the appropriate figures later.
10. The carpenter's name was Nairn [Robert Gray.- Reminiscences of
India and North Queens/and. (London, 1913), p. 150].
II. Word illegible.
12. "Lounge" is probably not the correct reading. However, no other
likely interpretation has been made of the writing at this point.
13. A rough sk~tch of the construction of a slab hut appears in the
manuscript at this point.
14. A rough sketch of a teapot appears in the manuscript at this point.
15. The modern spelling is. of course, recipe.
16. Reginald Macneil, who was apparently a cousin of the Grays
(Robert Gray.-op. cit., pp. 149, 153.).
17. The surname is not given but from later data it would appear that
It began with a C. Possibly this couple were Mr and Mrs Collins,
who are mentioned several times in Mrs Gray's diary in Oct 1869.
IR. The distance from Burketown (on the Albert River, Gulf of Car-
pentaria) at this time was reckoned as about 430 miles. From Nor-
manton, which was rapidly assuming greater importance than Burke-
town as the chief settlement on the Gulf. the distance would have
been about 100 miles less.
19. The entry in Mrs Gray's diary for Christmas Day that year reads.-
"Charlie came home in the middle of the day. Took no notice
of the day."
20. According to Mrs Gray's diary. this happened on 28 Jan 1870.
21. The word "Mokunna" is written in pencil. In Mrs Gray's diary.
she says that Billy was taken to Hughenden. This apparently
happened on 2 Mar 1870. and he made his unauthorised return to
Glendower on or about 19 Mar 1870. We have not discovered any
evidence of a station in the district whose name began with "Sf',
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22. Mrs Gray dates this incident in her diary as 5 Feb 1870.
23. Exhibiting more frankness in her diary, Mrs Gray writes "Moggie
is a little wretch. Cannot say what she may turn out" (2 Feb 1870).
24. Probably Miss Jeanie Thompson from Mount Emu Plains Station.
25. Word illegible.
26. There is a repetition in the manuscript here, the second part having
been written in a different hand. It begins the line after the words
"Miss - is staying with me", and up to "She with a mournful
face looked on while we admired ... it" it is practically word for
word the same as the part in Mrs Gray's hand. From this point
on, however, there are some variations.
27. According to the diary, Mr T. Anning and Cissy Dean arrived at
Fairlight Station on 2 July 1870. when Mrs Gray and Jeanie
Thompson were staying there. This would point to the possibility
that "Mokunna" was a nickname for Fairlight. There is no proof,
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